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LIGHT FIXTURE COMPRISING A
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL NON-IMAGING
OPTICAL COMPONENT

fore, When developing a product line of commercial lumi
naires it is advantageous for a luminaire manufacturer to

utiliZe pre-existing standard collimating optical components
or design as feW custom collimating optics as possible.

RELATED APPLICATIONS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

This application claims the bene?t of priority under 35
U.S.C. 119(e) to US. Provisional Application No. 60/889,

FIG. 1 is a draWing of a pendant light ?xture con?gured as
an embodiment of the invention.

525, ?led on Feb. 2, 2007, the entire contents of Which is

FIG. 2 is a draWing of a pendant light ?xture con?gured as

incorporated herein by reference.

an embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 3 is a draWing of a Wall sconce ?xture con?gured as an

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

embodiment of the invention.

The invention relates to light ?xtures, luminaires, lamps, or
other light emitting devices used for illumination. The system
and methods are particularly applicable to collimated light

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

sources such as incandescent and discharge lamps With para
bolic re?ectors or solid state lighting sources. The system and

the invention Will noW be more particularly described. It Will

The features and other details of particular embodiments of

be understood that particular embodiments described herein

methods are also particularly effective With arrays of light
sources such as those often used in solid state lighting.

20

illustrate particular features and properties. The principal fea

BACKGROUND

tures of this invention can be employed in various embodi
ments Without departing from the scope of the invention. All

The invention relates to improved performance of light
?xtures. Light ?xtures are also commonly referred to as lumi

25

naires and represent a complete lighting unit consisting of a

lamp(s) electrical controls (When applicable), together With
the parts designed to distribute the light, to position and
protect the lamps, and to connect the lamps to the poWer
supply. Additionally, a light ?xture converts a light source
into an illuminated object that may be vieWed directly and

are shoWn by Way of illustration and not as limitations of the
invention. The illustrations are not draWn to scale in order to
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parts and percentages are by Weight unless otherWise speci
?ed.
De?nitions
For convenience, certain terms used in the speci?cation
and examples are collected here.
“Diffuse” and “diffusing” as de?ned herein includes light
scattering or diffusion by re?ection, refraction or diffraction

should contain optical technology to make this a pleasant

from particles, surfaces, or layers or regions.

experience for humans. Often this requires diffusing or re
directing light in order to reduce the brightness of a light

referred to herein as optical elements that provide a scattering

source or create a larger or more uniform light emitting sur

“Diffuser Plate” and “Diffuser Film” and “Diffuser” are
35

face.
For most lighting applications, principal functions of a
light ?xture are to aesthetically modify the appearance of
light sources and to control the distribution of emitted light. A

number of optical components such as diffusers, lenses,
re?ectors, and louvers are commonly used for these purposes.
Often times, collimation of light is desirable to reduce the
beam angle output of a luminaire in order to increase the
intensity of projected light. Narrow beam outputs are com
monly created by the use of parabolic re?ectors that are

diffuser plate (or ?lm) may be thin and may incorporate many
layers or regions providing different properties. A diffuser
40

plate may incorporate other features or materials in the vol
ume or on one or more surfaces that impart a desired optical,

thermal, mechanical, electrical, or environmental perfor
mance.

45

“Optical throW” as de?ned herein refers to the linear dis
tance from the light ?xture or light source to the region With

50

the largest illuminance in the illumination pattern.
“Optically coupled” is de?ned herein as condition Wherein
tWo regions or layers are coupled such that the intensity of
light passing from one region to the other is not substantial
reduced by Fresnel interfacial re?ection losses due to differ

commonly used With incandescent, ?uorescent, and metal
halide lamps. NarroW beam angle LED light sources are

commonly created through combinations of primary and sec
ondary optics. In many cases, a polymer material is used as an
encapsulant of the LED chip and forms a domed lens. Inj ec

or diffusion property to one or more light rays. The change in

angle of a light ray may be due to refraction, internal forWard
and backWard scattering, or diffraction. As suggested here a

tion molded secondary optics that further collimate the light

ences in refractive indices betWeen the regions. “Optical cou

output of an LED package are also commonly used. Some of
these are parabolic type re?ectors and others use total internal

pling” methods include methods of coupling Wherein the tWo
regions coupled together have similar refractive indices or
using an optical adhesive With a refractive index substantially
near or in-betWeen the regions or layers. Examples of “Opti
cal coupling” include lamination using an index-matched
optical adhesive, coating a region or layer onto another region
or layer, or hot lamination using applied pressure to join tWo

re?ection (TIR) to redirect light and collimate light. Typical
collimating optical components creates a desirable increase

55

in intensity Within the beam angle but also boost peak bright
ness of a luminaire and create high contrast background for

the eye, creating objectionable glare and impairing vision.
Most standard collimating optical elements produce a sym
metrical beam angle output. Asymmetrical collimating com
ponents exist but require signi?cant technical expertise and
time to design. Additionally, collimating components are
typically manufactured by injection molding and the time and
expense of producing accurate tooling for injection molding

is signi?cant. A particular asymmetrical collimating compo
nent is limited in use to providing a very speci?c optical
output When coupled to a very speci?c light source. There

60

or more layers or regions that have substantially close refrac
tive indices. Thermal transfer is another method that can be

used to optically couple tWo regions of material.

65

“Anisotropic ratio” as de?ned herein refers to the ratio
betWeen the FWHM diffusion angle in the machine direction
of a diffuser ?lm and the FWHM diffusion angle in the axis
perpendicular to the machine direction.
“See through” as de?ned herein refers to the phenomenon
that can be described differently depending on the context.

US 8,231,256 B1
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When one refers to scattering or diffusion in a diffractive

further embodiment, the backscattering is substantially iso
tropic to provide improved uniformity along at least tWo

sense, one can speak of diffraction orders, although for tra

spatial axes and increases the illumination uniformity or pref
erentially scatter light Within one or more planes to provide

ditional symmetric and asymmetric diffusive mediums the
non-Zero diffractive orders do not have Well-de?ned angular
ranges. However, one can refer to the un-deviated light as the
Zero order When passing through a diffuser. One may refer to
“see through” as the Zeroth ordered light that is un-scattered
or un-diffracted after passing through a diffusing medium. A

more even illumination of a Wall. In one embodiment, the

scattering is anisotropic such that light is scattered backWard
With a larger FWHM in a plane parallel to the optical axis than
Within a plane perpendicular to the optical axis. In a particular
embodiment, the asymmetry ratio (the ratio of the full-Width

perfectly clear ?lm Will be referred to as having signi?cant
see-through and a haZy ?lm Will be referred to as having little
or no see-through. See through is also commonly referred to

half maximums) of the light scattered backWard is greater
than 2. In a further embodiment, the ratio is greater than 10. In
an additional embodiment, the ratio is greater than one

as specular transmission.
“Clarity” is de?ned as the ratio of the amount of unscat

selected from the folloWing group consisting of 50, 80, 100.
In one embodiment, the scattering is anisotropic such that
light is scattered backWard With a larger FWHM in a plane
perpendicular to the optical axis than Within a plane parallel to
the optical axis.
In a further embodiment, the diffuse re?ectance (specular
component excluded) is greater than 5%. In a further embodi

tered light to transmitted light expressed as a percentage using
a ring sensor at the exit port of a haZe meter as de?ned by

ASTM D1003 standard and BYK documentation referring to

Transmission, HaZe, and Clarity de?nitions. The relation
betWeen the amount of unscattered light (IC-IR) and trans

mitted light (IC+IR) is expressed in percentage or

20

ment, the diffuse re?ectance is greater than one chosen from

the group consisting of 10%, 20%, 50%, 75%.
Light Pro?le Incident on Anisotropic Diffuser
(1c - IR)

In one embodiment of this invention, the light incident on

Clarity = 100%- m

the anisotropic diffuser is substantially collimated. The light
25

Where the light intensity in the inner ring is IC and the inten
sity of the light in the outer ring sensor is IR. Clarity generally
refers to the amount of loW-angle scattered light. It is used

tonic crystalline structures on an LED die or through the use

of laser diodes or other substantially collimated light sources.

here as one metric to quantify “see through.” The Clarity

measurement effectively describes hoW Well very-?ne details
can be seen through the optical element. The see-through
quality is determined in an angle range smaller than 2.5
degrees and the measurement of clarity depends on the dis
tance betWeen sample and observed object.

may be collimated by primary optics such as the re?ector cup
or encapsulant, secondary optics such as the molded plastic
lenses or re?ective plastic optics, or through the use of pho

30

In one embodiment, the degree of collimation is 5 degrees
FWHM. In a further embodiment, the collimation is one

selected from the group consisting of 10 degrees, 20 degrees,
30 degrees, 60 degrees, 100 degrees, or 120 degrees. When
the light source is substantially collimated, the light can be

sample With perfect uniformity Will have a uniformity value

directed such that a pre-determined amount of the light does
not pass through the anisotropic diffuser and illuminates in a
spot-like pattern for applications such as spot-lighting or

of 1.

pendant light ?xture, doWn-lighting, or track-lighting appli

“Uniformity” is de?ned as one minus the standard devia

35

tion divided by the arithmetic average of the values. An ideal

“Illumination Uniformity” is de?ned as the uniformity of
the illuminated area.

40

cations.
Surface Features

“Illuminated area” is de?ned as the area enclosed by the

In one embodiment of this invention, a surface With relief

boundary Where the intensity of the illumination falls to 50%
of its peak value.
“Hot spot” refers to local ?uctuations that have signi?cant
luminance differences (contrast) betWeen tWo neighboring

features is disposed near the volumetric anisotropic scattering
region. This includes a prismatic ?lm, microlens array, and
45

regions.
FIG. 1 is a side vieW of a pendant light ?xture and repre

further embodiment, the incident light is directed through a
total angle larger than one selected from the group consisting

sents an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2 is an angled vieW of a pendant light ?xture and
represents an embodiment of the invention.

50

FIG. 3 is a vieW of a Wall sconce light ?xture and represents
an embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
55

In one embodiment of this invention, a light ?xture com

incident on the relief surface. In one embodiment, the trans
60

the incident light.
Backward Scattering

mission of the surface relief region combined With the volu
metric anisotropic region is greater than one selected from the

group consisting of 70%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 94%, 96% as
measured according to ASTM D1003 With the light incident
on the relief surface.

In one embodiment of this invention, a volumetric aniso

backWards direction is used to further increase the uniformity
of the light ?xture in a spatial, radial, or linear pattern. In a

120 degrees, 160 degrees. More than one surface feature
region may be used. In a further embodiment, the optical
e?iciency of the system is increase through the use of surface
relief features to the increased coupling into the ?lm due to
the reduced angle of incidence. In one embodiment, the trans
mission of the surface relief region is greater than one
96% as measured according to ASTM D1003 With the light

(MNOC) comprising an anisotropic light scattering ?lm. In

tropic scattering diffuser With scattering properties in the

of 10 degrees, 30 degrees, 45 degrees, 60 degrees, 90 degrees,

selected from the group consisting of 80%, 85%, 90%, 94%,

prises a light source, a collimating element, an optical cavity
and a multi-functional non-imaging optical component
another embodiment of this invention, the MNOC further
comprises a surface relief feature Which redirects a portion of

other surface relief features and it can be optically coupled to
the anisotropic diffuser or embossed directly into or upon.
These features can increase the off-axis intensity at an angle
larger from the optical axis Within one or more planes. In a

65

Improved Light Fixture Properties
In one embodiment of this invention, the spatial luminance
uniformity is increased. This uniformity, measured as % non

US 8,231,256 B1
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uniformity, may be less than 70%, 50%, 30%, 20%, 10%, or
5%. In another embodiment, the spatial luminance uniformity

in order to provide increased transmission through the
Waveguide and reduced component cost and Weight. In a
further embodiment, more light is directed along the optical
axis from the light source due to re?ections off of the polymer

is greater along one axis than a second axis. The asymmetric

uniformity can alloW increased optical ef?ciency by reducing
the un-necessary diffusion for elements, components, or ?x

based structure or matrix due to a higher refractive index. In
one embodiment, the refractive index greater than 1.48 or
1.53 or 1.587 or 1.67 such that a more signi?cant graZing
incidence re?ection occurs. In a further embodiment of this

tures that are linear or other predetermined shape. This can

create ?xtures With increased spatial luminance along a pre
determined axis, thus making the component or system more
e?icient due to the more ef?cient control of light delivery. In
a further embodiment, the uniformity of illumination When

invention, the air-based Waveguide reduces the percentage of
light transmitted into a ?lm or component by increasing the

using substantially collimated light sources is greatly

re?ectance. As a result, the component can provide controlled

increased. Similarly as above, the spatial luminance color
uniformity can be improved When using non-uniform color

transmission as Well as controlled re?ection. In one embodi

ment, the increased re?ection re-directs a portion of the inci
dent light such that the uniformity is increased along one or
more axes, planes, or Within a predetermined region of the
surface emitting area of the ?xture or solid angle of solid

light sources or arrays of light sources such as red, green and

blue LED’s. In one embodiment, the spatial luminance color

uniformity is increased such that the Au'v' (calculated accord
ing to VESA ?at panel display measurement Standard Ver
sion 2.0) is less than 0.2 across the angular pro?le containing
the FWHM of illumination. In a further embodiment, the
Au'v' is less than one selected from the group consisting of

angle of illumination.
Off-Axis Light Redirection
In one embodiment of this invention, the light is incident at
20

0.1, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01. The uniformity of a ?xture using a
tWo-dimensional array of light sources that Would normally

the source is created. The image can be created by surface
relief features, or volumetric anisotropic diffusion such that
the high luminance along one or more axis suggests that the

have a tWo-dimensional non-uniformity pattern can be
improved to have increased luminance or color uniformity
along one or more axes. In one embodiment, the non-unifor

an angle onto the light redirecting component comprising a
volumetric anisotropic diffuser such that a virtual image of

25

light emitting source is directly behind the component When

mity asymmetry ratio (measured by the ratio of the non

vieWed. As a result, the ?xture has the appearance of an

uniformities) is less than 2 or 5 or 10 or 30 or 50 or 80 for

increased luminance light ?xture. In one embodiment, the
anisotropic diffuser scatters light such that the light is re

either the luminance non-uniformity or the ratio of the Au'v'
along tWo axes.

In a further embodiment of this invention, the illuminance

uniformity is increased. The illuminance uniformity, mea
sured as % non-uniformity, may be less than 70%, 50%, 30%,
20%, 10%, or 5%. In another embodiment, the illuminance
uniformity is greater along one axis than a second axis. The
asymmetric illuminance uniformity can alloW increased opti

directed by an greater than one selected from the group of 10
30

degrees, 20 degrees, 40 degrees, 60 degrees, 90 degrees, 120

degrees.
Radial Light Re-Direction
In one embodiment of this invention, anisotropic volumet
ric diffuser are used to scatter the incident light along a radial
35

direction by using either a curved anisotropic region or a

cal ef?ciency by reducing the un-necessary diffusion for ele

curved light source or array of light sources. In one embodi

ments, components, or ?xtures that are linear or other prede
termined shape. This can create ?xtures With increased

ment, the anisotropic diffuser is positioned and shaped such
that it is substantially parallel to the major optical axis. Typi
cally, incident light from substantially collimated sources

luminance along a predetermined axis, thus making the com
ponent or system more visible and have regions of increased
luminance. In a further embodiment, the uniformity of a
?xture using a tWo-dimensional array of light sources that
Would normally have a tWo -dimensional non-uniformity pat
tern can be improved to have increased uniformity along one

40

reaching an anisotropic diffuser Will scatter light into an
illumination pattern that is not symmetric or spatially uni
form. The radial symmetry from the radial output of the light
source and the radial symmetry of the curved anisotropic

or more axes. In one embodiment, the non-uniformity asym

45

light output pattern. Similarly, a curved array of light sources

diffuser can create a more symmetric, and optically ef?cient

metry ratio (measured by the ratio of the non-uniformities) is

used With a curved anisotropic volumetric diffuser can create
an e?icient light pattern of a desired shape or a desired spatial

less than 2 or 5 or 10 or 30 or 50 or 80.

The illuminance color uniformity can be improved When
using non-uniform color light sources or arrays of light
sources such as red, green and blue LED’s. In one embodi

luminance pattern.

Clarity
50

In one embodiment of this invention, the clarity of the
MNOC is improved such that the optical transmission is
increased and the virtual image has increased clarity. The
clarity can be greater than 20%, 50%, 70%, 90% or 95%.

55

Examples

ment, the illuminance color uniformity is increased such that

the Au'v' (calculated according to VESA ?at panel display
measurement Standard Version 2.0) is less than 0.2 across the

angular pro?le containing the FWHM of illumination. In a
further embodiment, the Au'v' is less than one selected from

the group of 0.1, 0.04, 0.02, and 0.01. The color uniformity of
a ?xture using a tWo-dimensional array of spatially varying

The pendant light ?xture of FIG. 1 contains 3 primary
optical components utiliZed in providing control of light dis

colored light sources that Would normally have a tWo-dimen
sional non-uniformity pattern can be improved to have
increased luminance or color uniformity along one or more

60

re?ector 13. The multi-functional non-imaging optical com
ponent 14 is disposed in a cylindrical shape parallel to the
optical axis and is contained Within a transparent support tube

axes. In one embodiment, the non-uniformity asymmetry

ratio (measured by the ratio of the non-uniformities) is less
than 2 or 5 or 10 or 30 or 50 or 80 for either the luminance

15. The collimated light source may have a beam angle of less

non-uniformity or the ratio of the Au'v' along tWo axes.

Air-Base Waveguide

tribution in 3 axes; x, y, and Z. The substantially collimated
light source 11 is created from the LED 12 and the collimating

65

than 120 degrees. Illustrated in the draWing is an MR16 lamp

In one embodiment of this invention, an air-based

containing multiple LEDs With beam angles of ten degrees.

Waveguide is utiliZed With the volumetric anisotropic diffuser

Versions of MR-16 lamps are commercially available With a

US 8,231,256 B1
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Wide range of beam angles, both With LED light sources

optical path, appearing more tightly concentrated along the

utilizing primary and/or secondary optic collimating lenses or

centerline of the MNOC 14 as the distance from the light

as incandescent (including halogen) light sources With para
bolic type re?ectors for collimation. MR-16 lamps are Well

With extremely loW diffusion in one axis provide the MNOC

source increases (tapers if off-axis). Asymmetric diffusers

14 With substantially high clarity enabling the interior of the

suited for pendant ?xtures as they provide a small point light
source and their standard package siZe of lamp plus re?ector
is approximately 2 inches in diameter.

MNOC to be visible but appearing stretched in one dimen
sion. If multiple light sources are used each form creates a
separate image. If multicolor LEDs are used, each LED cre
ates a separate linear image of differing color providing a
useful aesthetic effect for some applications.

The Multifunctional Nonimaging Optical Component
(MNOC) 14 performs multiple functions, including but not
limited to control over the luminance of the ?xture as Well as

the illumination output (illuminance). It can contain surface

In one embodiment of this invention, more than one

relief features on one or more surfaces, may be a combination

MNOC is used to provide a speci?c light output distribution.

of optical ?lms and may contain volumetric anisotropic or

Additional lenses or MNOC’s may optionally be added any

isotropic optical regions or components.Volumetric anisotro

Where along the optical path to further control the light dis

pic diffusers, the different types and methods of creation are
described in Us. patent application Ser. Nos. 11/282,551 and
60/870,262, the entire contents of Which are incorporated

tribution and appearance of the light ?xture. As illustrated in
FIG. 2, a second MNOC 27 positioned at the end of the tube

herein by reference. The MNOC may function as an air-core

optical lens but an end cap for the tube 25 to prevent dust and
internal contamination. In the illustrated embodiment of FIG.
2 this MNOC 25 may contain an anisotropic diffuser to pro

Waveguide designed to internally re?ect light 18 along the
optical path. This light 18 combines With the direct light 17

25 farthest from the light source to serves not only as an

20

vide beam shaping of the light output that propogates the

from the substantially collimated source 11 to contribute to

the light directed doWnWards. The portion of the light 16

entire length of the tube 25. A lens positioned at the other end

incident on the MNOC that is anisotropically scattered into

of the tube 25 closest to the collimated light source 21 can be

larger angles from the optic axis provides output radial to the
optical path of the collimated light source(s) Which can be
controlled in intensity and distribution orientation by the use
of a diffuser. The diffuser may have asymmetric properties
that not only control the photometric distribution of light from
the ?xture but also control the visual appearance of the light
?xture. The illustrated example of FIG. 1 contains a highly

used to control the image of the light source that become
25

asymmetrically elongated in appearance by the MNOC 27.
This gives greater control over the visual appearance of the

light ?xture and improves the light output pattern While pro
30

viding a controlled increase in uniformity in a linear direction
parallel to the tube 25.
The Wall sconce light ?xture of FIG. 3 contains compo

asymmetric volumetric diffusing ?lm With anisotropic beam

nents utiliZed in providing control of light distribution in 3

angles of approximately 50 to 1 as measured With an essen
tially perfectly collimated green laser light source of 532 nm

axes; x, y, and Z. Light from a linear array of LED’s 31 is
incident on the major Wall surface of the sconce 32 and the top

Wavelength. In this embodiment the diffuser is oriented With

the larger diffusion axis oriented parallel to the optical path.
In this orientation, light 16 that exits radially is preferentially
scattered in an upWard and doWnWard orientation. This is also
illustrated in the embodiment of FIG. 2 by an angled vieW.
The substantially collimated light source 21 is created from
the LED 22 and the collimating re?ector 23. The ?rst multi

and bottom surfaces containing MNOC’s 33. The desired
35

optical output 34 of a Wall sconce varies depending on spe

ci?c application but the illustrated example is con?gured to
provide a distributions generally useful in WallWashing type

applications.
40

What is claimed is:

functional non-imaging optical component 24 is disposed in

1. A light ?xture comprising:

a cylindrical shape parallel to the optical axis (similar to 14 in
FIG. 1) and is contained Within a transparent support tube 25.
The anisotropically scattered light pro?le 26 creates increases
the linear uniformity While providing illumination from the
?xture into larger angles from the optical axis. This is useful
in providing more uniformly lighting a space, reducing con
trast caused by light and dark Zones of illumination, and
reducing glare. In this embodiment the diffuser is in the form
of a polymer ?lm Which is curled into a cylinder shape and
?tted inside a clear polymer tube. Alternatively, the clear tube

a) at least one light emitting source;
b) at least one light collimating element disposed to receive
light originating from the light source With a ?rst angular
full-Width at half maximum intensity pro?le Within a
?rst input plane and redirect the light into a second

45
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can be eliminated and the diffuser ?lm itself can form a

the optical cavity through multiple re?ections;

desired Waveguide shape. The shape of the Waveguide is
illustrated as an open ended cylinder but a number of other

shapes substantially tubular in nature are possible such as

55

rectangular tubes, curved tubes, and tubes deviating in direc
tion from the center of the optical path. Other forms and
methods for created the shape during the production or post

portion of the incident light Within the second input
60

shape and dimensions of the MNOC provides control of the
light output of the ?xture. The diameter or length of the
component can increased to provide tailored optical lumi
nance or color properties or speci?c illuminance properties.

The asymmetric diffusion properties of the MNOC 14
create a unique visual image When vieWed as part of the light

?xture. The image of the light source(s) is extended along the

d) a multi-functional non-imaging component comprising
an anisotropic light scattering region disposed substan
tially parallel to the optical axis of the light traveling
through the optical cavity and disposed to receive light
Within a second input plane and anisotropically scatter a

forming of the diffuser can be used such as those understood

in the polymer and plastic forming industry. Varying the

angular full-Width at half maximum intensity pro?le
Within a ?rst output plane parallel to the ?rst input plane
Wherein the second angular full Width is less than the
?rst angular full Width.
c) an optical cavity permitting a ?rst portion of the incident
light from the light collimating element to travel through

65

plane;
Wherein light distributed from said light ?xture is comprised
of both a ?rst portion of light propagating through an optical
cavity Without being transmitted through a multifunctional
non-imaging component and a second portion of light trans
mitted through a multifunctional non-imaging component,
both ?rst and second portions each being greater than 3 per
cent of the total light distributed from said ?xture.
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2. The light ?xture of claim 1 wherein an asymmetry ratio

output surface along a ?rst axis is less than one selected from

of the anisotropic light scattering region is greater than 2.

the group of 70%, 50%, 20%, and 10%.
11. The light ?xture of claim 10 Wherein an asymmetry

3. The light ?xture of claim 2 Wherein the angular full
Width at half maximum of the diffusion intensity pro?le of the

ratio of the anisotropic light scattering ?lm is greater than 2.
12. The light ?xture of claim 9 further comprising a light
output surface Wherein a spatial luminance color uniformity

light emitted from an anisotropic light scattering region
Within the second input plane is larger than the angular full

Au'v' of the output surface measured along a ?rst axis is less
than one selected from the group of 0.1, 0.04, 0.02 and 0.01.
13. The light ?xture of claim 8 Wherein the illumination
output from the light ?xture has an illuminance non-unifor
mity less than one selected from the group of 70%, 50%, 20%,
and 10% measured across the angular full-Width at half maxi

Width at half maximum of the diffusion intensity pro?le of the
light Within a second output plane orthogonal to the second

input plane.
4. The light ?xture of claim 3 Wherein the anisotropic light
scattering region re?ectively scatters a ?rst re?ecting portion
of incident light anisotropically and transmits a second trans

mum intensity in a light output plane.

mitting portion of incident light anisotropically.

14. The light ?xture of claim 8 Wherein the light sources are

5. The light ?xture of claim 4 Wherein an asymmetry ratio

multiple light emitting diodes emitting light of non-uniform

of the anisotropically scattered re?ected light is greater than

color and the illumination output from the light ?xture has an
illuminance color uniformity, Au'v' less than one selected
from the group of0.1, 0.04, 0.02 and 0.01 measured across an

2.

6. The light ?xture of claim 4 Wherein an anisotropic layer
has a diffuse re?ectance greater than 5%.

7. The light ?xture of claim 1 Wherein the angular full
Width at half maximum intensity of the light exiting the light

angular full-Width at half maximum intensity in a light output
20

15. The light ?xture of claim 14 Wherein the light sources

collimating element is less than one selected from a group of

comprise at least a ?rst, second, and third light emitting diode

50 degrees, 40 degrees, 30 degrees, 20 degrees and 10

emitting red, green and blue light, respectively.

degrees.
8. The light ?xture of claim 3 Wherein the second input

plane is substantially perpendicular to the optical axis of the
light exiting the light collimating element and the multi
functional non-imaging component further comprises a sur
face relief feature that redirects a portion of the light incident
on the multi-functional non-imaging component.
9. The light ?xture of claim 8 Wherein the surface relief
feature is a prismatic ?lm disposed to receive incident light on
the multi-function non-imaging component Within the sec
ond angular full Width and direct it through a total angle larger
than one selected from the group of 30 degrees, 45 degrees, 60

degrees, and 90 degrees onto the anisotropic light scattering
?lm.
10. The light ?xture of claim 9 further comprising a light
output surface Wherein a luminance non-uniformity of the

plane.

25
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16. The light ?xture of claim 1 Wherein the light ?xture is
one selected from the group of doWnlight, Wall-Washing light,
pendant light ?xture, and Wall sconce.
17. The light ?xture of claim 3 Wherein the light collimat
ing element is a secondary optic.
18. The light ?xture of claim 9 Wherein the anisotropic
light scattering ?lm is a volumetric light scattering ?lm.
19. The light ?xture of claim 3 Wherein the optical cavity is

an air-core Waveguide and the anisotropic light scattering
region is disposed in a curved shape to scatter light radially

from the optical cavity.
20. The light ?xture of claim 3 Wherein the light collimat
ing element is a prism ?lm and the optical cavity is substan

tially planar and parallel to the prism ?lm.
*
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